


REPORT FROM TORONTO

Canada's Art Capital: The Public Sector
In the fi,rst of tuso art'icles, the author erplores the insti,tuti,onal structuros that today bolster

Toronto's cultural i,denti,ty i,n the shadow of the U.S.

BY RONI FEINSTEIN

espite its proximity to a number of major
American cities-it is a mere one-hour flight

from New York and Chicago, a two-hour drive from
Buffalo, a three-hour drive from Detroit-Toronto
has a wholly distinctive art scene, one surprisingly
unfamiliar to most Americans. As the arlistic capi
tal of Canada (Montreal having lost this distinction
as a result of French separatist policies in the
'70s), Toronto has tvvo major, active, publicly fund-
ed institutions, a few small but significant public
galleries, one extraordinary private foundation, a
diversifled network of commercial galleries, a num-
ber of artist-run spaces and a host of interesting
artists, the great majority of them unknown in the
U.S.

This lively mix of public and private exhibition
spaces is only about six years old. The seeds were
planted in the early '70s when the Canadian gov-

ernment began to fund "parallel" galleries. These
noncommercial artist-run centers were originally
devoted to the exhibition of experimental work by

]-ounger artists, many of whom were themselves
supported by government grants. They ran parallel
to a commercial gallery system then geared to the
presentation of international art or of conservative
painting and sculpture by established Canadian
arrists. By the early'80s, however, numerous com-
mercial galleries devoted to advanced Canadian arl
appeared on the scene, showing artists who had
begun their careers in the parallel galleries.

As collectors of contemporary Canadian art were
iew, the commercial system was largely dependent
on sales to a few public institutions or to the Art
Bank, a "percent for art" program which purchases
rhe work of living Canadian artists for government

buildings. The rotating, three-person Art Bank jury,
rhich consists of artists, has a reputation for buy-
:ng 'difflcult" work. The government also helped
support the arts by offering tax breaks to corpora-
rions: the entire purchase price of a work by a

ldng Canadian artist can be written off over a
;eriod of four or five years. Although few corporate
iollections can be described as truly adventurous,
:heir purchases have bolstered the commercial
gallery system.

The fact that the art scene was, in essence, leg-
'.lated into existence has created problems, The
iomnto art world remains distirct from that of the
L.S. or Germany in that it is not sales-driven.
.{rrists' reputations are based on exhibition histo-
:ies and critical reception, not on sales or
-:,:,i1ecting, and even those with national stature
:alnot support themselves on the sale of their
r,-rft.

lloreover, growth through government interven-
::':n abets the local belief that art of real
:-l.,sequence is created elsewhere. One finds in
ll:uda, and in Toronto in particular (perhaps due

Facade ofthe neuly renoaated
Art Gallery of Ontario.
Photo Steaen Eoans.

to its nearness to New York), an inbred inferiority
complex-a "less-adept younger sibling syn-
drome," as it was described to me by a leading
flgure. Canada lacks both the depth of European
culture and the power and bounty of America,
whose television, movies, fashions, household
goods, food products, etc., permeate the whole of
Canadian life, The American art world (like the
American population) is 10 times the size of
Canada's, which has resulted in a certain modesty
of vision and withdrawal from competition (making
the recent victories of Toronto's sports teams all
the sweeter).

Until recently, although Toronto artists were
keenly aware of developments in America and
Europe, they engaged in a dialogue among them-
selves rather than with the world outside, and their
art remained insular and peripheral. Those seeking
to participate in a broader dialogue and to enter
the mainstream left Canada. Among those achiev-
ing prominence after moving to NewYork are Agnes
Martin, Jennifer Bolande, Moira Dryer, Iftzysztof
Wodiczko, Vikky Alexander, Jessica Stockholder.
Jack Goldstein, Alan Belcher, Jackie Wnsor. Darjd
Rabinowitch, Dorothea Bockburne, Ronald Bladen
and Les Levine, to namejust a few.

Critically lacking in Toronto was an insdrudon;r-
support structure that would foster an idenritl'anci
a sense ofhistory for contemporary a[isrs. as rell
as an audience beyond artists and an-world pro-
fessionals. It was not until the mid- to late '80s that

new institutions began to appear and existing insti-
tutions began to strenghen their commitments to
advanced contemporary art, shaping the scene as

it exists today, Before then, retrospectives of even

the most significant artists were extremely rare in
Toronto, meaning that for most people knowledge
of artists' production remained fragmentary, based
on occasional gallery showings. Lack of compre-
hensive solo exhibitions also meant the absence of
catalogues that critically analyzed the work and
put careers into perspective.

In 1985, the Art Gallery of 0ntario became more

adventurous in its collecting and began to mount
retrospectives of prominent Toronto artists. The
Power Plant: Contemporary Art Gallery at
Harbourfront Centre was founded in 1987, and in
the following year the exhibition program of the Art
Gallery at York University was infused with new
vigor upon the arrival of a dynamic new director.
These, plus a number of university and community
galleries on the fringes of Toronto, have helped
recover the history of contemporary art in the area
by mounting one-person shows of significant
artists.

Equally important is the fact that some instifu-
tions are committed to both Canadian and
international contemporary art. They present inter-
national art to a Toronto audience and, by bringing
in foreign artists, curators, critics and deaier=

improve the exposure of Toronto artists. The r,:s-
important has been the Ydessa Hendelt= ,n-*

Foundation, established as a private mu-';n m

1988.
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The Power Plant shows
Toronto artists who have
not yet received the
attention they deserve.
Since midcareer surveys
were tate before the late
t8Os, many loca! artists
fall into this category.

In a mid-'70s expansion project the AGO was
given a modernist facade-concrete, symmetrical,
ribbon-fenestrated. The blocky structure, dark-tint-
ed windows and "moat" (a below-ground approach
for school and tour buses, crossed by way of an
entrance bridge), are said to have made the muse-
um appear inaccessible. The AGO of the 1990s is
inviting in appearance and postmodern in concep-
tion and design. The facade is of red brick and
faintly tinted glass, with tawny-colored limestone
bands, stainless-steel roofs and steel accents
painted gunmetal gray. The use of brick and lime-
stone recalls the museum's Beaux-Arts appearance
of the 1920s, an appropriate reference, as numer-
ous galleries within the building were restored to
that original style.

The interior layout is reflected in the new, asym-
metrical facade. To the left, a futuristic steel tower
and pl,ramid-roofed pavilion with a steel-and-glass
canopy signal the main entrance; a vaulted gallery
articulated by towerlike forms extends to the right.
When finances permit, a narrower version of the
entryway canopywill run the length ofthe facade.

In the mid-'70s, there had been an attempt to
unite the architectural styles of three generations
of museum-building in a vast, homogenizing whole:
beige scrim fabric was hung on gallery walls and
drop ceilings obscured all pre-existing ornament.
The recent renovation took the more current
approach to gallery design in which the context is
geared to the character and period of the work on
display. In the galleries devoted to 15th- to l9th-
century European painting the walls are painted
resonant hues (those in the Renaissance galleries

are gray to simulate the stonework of churches)
and completed with rugs and furniture, The effect

Exterior uiew of the
Power Plant, an exhibition space

for contem,porary art.

-;: Iegtu * forr Boys atd a Girl sculptures
n; :h, -1ri tkllrr, ,lqnlario.

Detail of Eldon Garnet ; \fhen?, ,1993,.

installed at the Pouer Plant.

Toronto's artists. along with the gallery world,
nill be examined in Pan Tro of this article, But
first one must consider the institutions that have
laid the foundations for rhe citv's international
emergence.

The Art Gallery of Ontario

f he tut Gallery of 0ntario (AG0) is the only
I museum of any size in this city of I'our million

:+:'ple that displays and collects Western art from
: = 15th century to the present; its collection
--,.:des paintings, sculptures, prints, drawings,
; :,-:,:{raphs, filrns and videos. It is a major cultur-
r- -:ilter and regularly offers film, concert and
r.'-:e series, and art and art-history classes. The

'-,:, has been a venue for such traveling block-
rrr.ii(r,\ as "The Treasures of Tutankhamen" and is
- :+i.:led to host the Barnes Foundation exhibi-
;." :. September 1994 lseeA.i,.A., Mar. '941. Its

lllfiri .r.r1. _.- -;

own exhibitions often travel across Canada and
particularly through 0ntario (circulating exhibi-
tions through the province is part of its mandate).

The AGO reopened in late January 1993 after
having been closed for about seven months for the
final phase of a major renovation and expansion
project. Additions were designed by Los Angeles-
based Barton Myers Architect, Inc., injoint venture
with Myers's former associates at the Toronto firm
of Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg. The $58-
million project provided 30 new and 20 renovated
galleries, representing a 60-percent increase in
exhibition space. For the fust time, the museum's
extensive holdings of Inuit and international con-
temporary art were given permanent galleries. The
project also added an indoor sculpture court, an
outdoor sculpture tenace, a new library, expanded
offices and technical facilities, a print and drawing
study center with spacious, state-of-the-art storage
vaults, and a retail operation.



:bcre, one af Frank St|tla's 60-foot murals, 1998, comnissioned lor the orchestut launge of the Prineess ofWales Theater;

tselaw, Stella't paintetl mum,Ifor the dome af the theater, based on eomputerized, imdgery, Phato Stephen Smith,

Stelta and the Princess of Wales
-ne Princess of Wales Theatre, the first privately funded theater to
:e constructed in Norlh Ameriqa in more than 30 years, opened in
-oronto in late May ol 1993 featuring decorative designs by Frank
Siella. The intention had been to construct a temporary shelter for
::e Toronto produclion of Miss Saigon. However, the project was
scon enlarged by producer David Mirvish (son of "Honest Ed"
',jirvish, Toionto discount store operator, restaurateur, theater pro-
:;cer and owner of Toronto's Old Alexandra Theatre and London's

-1id Vic). Working with architect Peter Smith, designer of the Power
:lant and the Hendeles Foundation, Mirvish conceived of a perma-
-ent structure covered inside and out with integral decorations.

From 1968 to '73, Mirvish had operated an important gallery bear-
.g his name that introduced to Canada the work o{ Stella, Louis,
"io1and, Olitski, Frankenthaler, Poons, Caro and David Smith,
lnong others. He owns one of the world's most comprehensive pri-
, ate cbllections of American abstract painting of the '60s and '70s.

Stella had become'preoccupied with architectural prqeets in the

=arly '90s; among them a computer-generated mural used as a
:ackdrop lor two oJ his freesianding sculptures in a 1990 exhibition
.: the Stedelijk Mtrseum, and a block'long outdoor mural for The
3as Company Tower in downtown Los Angeles (Dusk, 1991). He
-ad also proposed a landscaped Kunsthalle for Dresden (see A.iA.,
:ront PageJ'Dec.'91). Stella was intrigued by Mirvish's plan and

s-,ggested expanding the decorative scheme. The result is a large
:;5lic building embetlished by a single artist-an uncommon and
::rhaps unique undedaking for 20th-century art.

Stella produced five bodies of work for the project. ln the

=.rphitheater itself there are castlplaster reliefs on the box and bal-
::ny {ronts and on the side panels of the aisle seats, and speclacu-
a:ly beautifu! dome and proscenium panel paintings. The rubber
-clds used to make the reliefs were derived {rom maquettes com-
::sed of what Stetla refers to as "debris d'atelier" (bits of metal,
,,,:od, plastic, paper, etc., remaining from previous projects) sprayed
.:h insulating foam to create closed, continuous sudaces and bul-
::us masses. Given their red'velvet thealrical context, the sensually
-'dutating gilded relie{s suggest nymphs, putti and gartands when

:rved at a distance.
Tne dome and proscenium panels were executed by a team of

-:ronto artists and billboard painters {ollowing the design of a Stella
::1lage. The imagery is lyrical and appropriately theatrical: long, trail-
-3 red or blue forms, like so many graceful, dancing figures, come
::3ether and move apart in an atomized space filled with squarish,
::-fetti-like dots of paint in primary, secondary and neon hues. The

=-ect is fluid, dreamy and erotic, especially when the lights are low.
::th the etongated forms and the confetti motif have their source in
:rmputergenerated imagery, the former in photo-derived plottings
:' ihe movement of cigar-smoke rings ihe artist blew, the latter in an

= aboration of photo.reproduction color dots. The large collage used
,. the model ior these panels (Stap/rng Down and Cutting Up #7.
'332) was made of papers printed at Tyler Graphics.

=cr lhe lobbies on three floors as well as for the two grand stair-
,: ls, Stella provided nine computer-generated murals, three of
^em over 60 ieet long, To create these works, he assembled studio
::rris into high-relief maquettes with open, jutting structures. The
':':efs were photographed, then laser-printed with vinyl paint on vinyl

by a computer used to generate photographic billboards' The result-
ing walipaper-flat reproiluctions offer an interesting solution- tq two
prbntem's''how to cover that much wall space wilh that much Stella
in a limited amount of tinre, and how to convey the spatial dynamism
of his reliefs without having actual projecting elements that, might
endanger viewers.

Thede murals look streetwise and indecorous, due largely to their
conspicuous graininess and extreme illusionistic physicality. Their
aooearance oT casualness and spontaneity counterpoints the sym-
mdtricat orderliness of Smith's facade and the hyper-re{inement of
the lobby design by the Toronto firm of Yabu Pushelberg- 

.

Two other murais Stelta designed for the theater were handpaint-
ed by the dome-and-proscenium team, in accordance with ma-
quettes assembled from other papers printed by Tyler Graphics.
Each sheet of paper featured a diflerent pattern or a variation frorn
Stella's increasingly large repertory of graphic motifs' The boldly:col-
ored, crisply painti;d mural in the orchestra-level lounge is densg
wltn complex interweavings of patterned shapes occupying a shalr
low spacb parallel to the picture plane' lllusionism is enhanced by
the fdct thdt the shadows cast by one paper on another in Stella's
collage were faithfully recorded ({oo faithfully, the artist has hinted)
by th6 painting team."Stella 

inserted a photographic portrait oi the team's coordinators,
his chie{ studio assistant in New York, and himself with David
Mirvish (both of thern wearing hard hats and smiling broadly during
the theaier's construction), info the energetic and expansive outdoor
mural on the building's back wall. The introduction of these pho-
tographs*which funCtion as good-natured kitsch-into the midst of

an elaborately conceived, high-minded abstraction is an unexpecte:
self-mocking 

-gesture" 
While-acknowledging the collaborative na: - 

- :
oi the theai'ei project, the distinctly upbeat portraits bring S:= . =

mural into harmohy with the plethora of billboards in oc"'--: 
--

Toronto-including ihose {eaturing "Honest Ed" Mirvish. - -- :



Ian Carr-Earris: Fred, 1972, painted wood, glass,
paper,57 by 2! by 22% inches. Courtesy Art Gallery
of Ontario.

is tasteful and striking, and the coUection is shown

to fine advantage.
The historicizing approach backfired, however,

in the galleries devoted to historical Canadian art.
Neutral rooms of uniform size were reconfigured
into a maze of eccentrically subdivided spaces
crammed full of pictures, Vivid, attention-grabbing
wall colors and "period details" now distract from
the art on display, Compounding the difficulty of
viewing art in these galleries is the overuse of sig-

nage and educational "enhancements" (i.e.,
computer terminals equipped with touch-choice
programs and telephones offering taped informa-
tion). Since the AG0's Canadian collection is said
to be the strongest in all of Canada, the museum
has missed an opportunity to present the best of
Canadian art in a way that would aid its recogni-
ritn in histories of world art.

si-reble portion. During the early '70s, Moore,
lpgr€riirdrc of the AGO's support for a sculpture
he dnriped to stand in front of Toronto's new City
HrIl ofiered lhe museum a collection, with the
usCersrnaing dut a building would be construct-
ed fDr iI- ("The gn x"as solicited by museum board
Mftrts and curator Alan tr'ilkinson. who reeog-
rized rh:r fuDding for the 1970s esansion sould
ip u,re eelr if an ardsr of Uoore's srarure and

appeal gave his sanction-and lent an additional
level of interest-to the museum.) The Henry
Moore Sculpture Center, one of the few elements of
that expansion project to remain intact, houses the
world's largest public collection ofworks by Moore:

139 bronzes and ori$nal plasters, 94 drawings and
almost 700 prints.

Moore's work became a kind of focus for the
museum's collecting. Art by his contemporaries in
Britain is well represented. Surrealism is one of the
strengths of the collection of early 20th-century
art, with high-quality works by Tanguy, Mir6,
Giacometti, Matta, Gorky and others having been

acquired through a series ofwell-timed purchases.
t'or the most part, however, due to an acquisi

tion fund that remains minuscule for an institution
of its size, the AG0's European and early Z0th-cen-

tury collections were formed through gifts and
bequests. The collecting pattern in Toronto-
rather than the history of art-is represented ilt
Florentine bronzes, 1 7th-century Dutch painting,
late 18th-century British painting and French
Impressionist landscapes.

The newly constructed second-floor galleries
that house international contemporary art are
handsome and spacious, with high ceilings (some

with barrel-vaults and skylights) and polished
wooden floors. Although the AG0's early 2Oth-cen-

tury collection is spotty and uneven, the holdings
of postwar painting and sculpture are impressive
and recount in some detail the history of recent
art, beginning in 1960 with the New York School
and tracing the path from Abstract Expressionism
to Earthworks, Fine examples of work by Kline,
Oldenburg, Warhol, Segal, Louis, Kelly, Close,
Andre, Flavin, LeWitt, Judd, Serra, Smithson and
Winsor, among others, serve as markers. Almost all
of the art from the late '70s to the present is
Eutopean, with an emphasis on German and
Italian art. Beuys, Haacke, Kiefer, Kounellis,
Pistoletto, Gerhard Merz, Mario Merz, Richter,
Rebecca Horn and other major artists are repre-
sented, often by multiple examples, many of which
are of monumental scale. Recent American works
in the collection are by Cindy Sherman, Nancy
Spero and Jenny Holzer,

The vast majority of this work was acquired
under the direction of Roald Nasgaard, who for
many years served both as chief curator and cura-
tor of international contemporary art. Nasgaard,
who developed strong international contacts for
the museum, was responsible for such noteworthy
exhibitions as the 1988 Gerhard Richter retrospec-
tive, co-curated with Michael Danoff of the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (it also
showed at the Hirshhorn and San Francisco's
Museum of Modern Art).

amount of space, Although most artists represent-
ed are unknown to non-Canadian observers, the "I
never lmew he/she was Canadian" response is also

evoked. Among the more familiar artists are Jack
Bush, Alex CoMlle, General ldea, Michael Snow,

Jefr Wall, and New York-based David Rabinowitch,
Jack Goldstein and tes Levine.

Philip Monk, who came to the museum as cura-
tor of contemporar-'v Canadian art in 1985, has

shifted the conservative, painting-focused collec-
tion toward sculpture, installations and photo
work. Since the mid-'80s, Monk has curated a

series of exhibitions reviewing the careers (or
aspects of them) of such Toronto artists as Ian
Carr-Harris, Liz Magor, Paterson Ewen, Shirley
Wiitasalo, the team of Lisa Steele and Kim
Tomczak, and Robin Collyer, most of whom had
never before had a major exhibition, book or cata-
logue devoted to their work, The 1988 examination
of Ian Carr-Harris's work of l97l-78, for example,

studied the moment in his career that helped
spearhead Toronto's transition from Minimalism to
Conceptualism. The influence of his early works, in
which tables were used as sites for photo-text
pieces, continues to be felt today in Toronto's art-
and-language orientation. 0ther exhibitions
initiated in the mid-'S0s have showcased younger

artists such as Robert Wiens, Will Gorlitz, Stan

Douglas, Fastwiirms, Micah Lexier, Lani Maestro

and Barbara Steinman.

Shortly before the reopening of the renovated
museum, the deparhnents of international contem-
porary art and Canadian contemporary art were
united under Monk's direction, Nasgaard was sub-

sequently flred (provoking much protest from the
art community) and Maithew Teitelbaum, a

Toronto native who had worked for four years as

curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art,
Boston, was hired as the new chief curator. These

were but a fraction of the multitude of changes
that began at the museum in 1991, initially driven
by the refusal of 0ntario's newly elected New
Democratic Parly to increase the AG0's base fund-
ing to the level that had been agreed upon by the
previous provincial government, The museum was

left with a $4.5-million deficit, its flrst in 9l years.

Director Glen Lowery who had come to the muse-

um a few months earlier from his position as curator
of Near-Eastern art for the Sackler and Freer
Galleries at the Smithsonian, closed the museum's
doors to the public for seven months and dismissed

240 people from the staff Seven curatorial areas

were reduced to three, and long-planned exhibitions
were cancelled, Lowery, who apparently thrives on
adversity, seized the opportunity to mold the muse-

um to his vision, centering the control of its
operations in his office. He hopes to get AGO "on the
map," to make it count among the m4jor museums

of North America. In hiring a chief curator who is
focused in the contemporary area, Lowery reveals

that he is aware ofboth the stren$h and potential

of the AGO's contemporary collections,

A retrospective of Toronto artist Michael
Snow, co-organized by the AGO and the Power
Plant, opened at both institutions in March 1994

[see p. 701. Snow, who lived and worked in New

York from L962 to'72, is today best known in the
U,S. for his fllms. His artistic production, however,

include s paintings, sculptures, drawings, pho-
tographs, holographs, films, videos and music
recordings, and his reputation in Canada, Europe
and Japan acknowledges that diversity. Still, the
retrospective (planned long before Lowery's
arrival) is not scheduled to travel outside of
0ntario. This quite literal provincialism is a mani-
festation of the modesty of vision that
characterizes the Toronto art scene. Circulating
the exhibition would have extended knowledge of a

l-listorical and contemporary Canadian art and
Jlm"it art make up roughly-half theAG0's col- 1f,s would be expected, the AG0's collection of
hetion The work of Henry Moore makes another !{ contemporary Canadian art gets a generous



By dint of ambition, effort
and university affiliation,
the Art Gallery of York
University-a small and
physically undistinguished
venu+lras rccently managed
to mount and tour some
remarkable exhibitions.

major Toronto talent and helped to put Toronto's
public institutions "on the map,"

The Power Plant

lhe Power Plant is already on the map. A non-
I collecting gaUery ofcontemporary art, it is one

of the leading institutions of its kind in Canada.
located at Harbourfront Centre, a 92-acre stretch
of lakeftont property redeveloped by the Canadian
government as a site for housing, recreation and
tlte arts, it began life in 1980 as the Harbourfront
Art Gallery, a small exhibition space devoted to art,
craft and design. In 1987, the gallerymoved across
rhe plaza into the former power plant for the ware-
house of the once-active working harbor, and was
rechristened the Power Plant and endowed with a
mort ambitious mandate.

Peter Smith, of the Toronto firm Lett/Smith
.{rchitects, was responsible for transforming the
Ireating and reftigeration facility into an exhibition
space. Preserving the industrial character of the
building, Smith restored the towering red-brick
rmokestack and exterior, as well as the broad win-
dows that open onto water views (but are often
hlocked from the inside during exhibitions). The for-
mer coal bin serves as a central conidor; called the
Pleck Clerestory, this 42-foot-high, l2-foot-wide

glass-roofed passage poses a considerable challenge
to the display of art works, 0ther spaces, however,
are inlinitely adjustable, as is necessary for a facility
that exhibits installation art. To promote flexibility,
Smith adapted features of stage design to the gal-
leries, among them movable walls, adjustable
lighting grids and floors that are raised like a stage
to make provision for power, water and air ducts.

The Power Plant is committed to exhibiting the
work of Toronto artists, especially those advanced
in their careers who have not yet received deserved
attention, Given that until the late '80s few
Canadian institutions mounted midcareer retro-
spectives, the vast majority of Toronto artists fall
into this "neglected" category. Because the build-
ing is small, with just 3,000 square feet of
exhibition space, shows tend to focus on a particu-
Iar body of work or a single installation piece.
Catalogues, however, are generally quite ambitious;
they tend to establish a critical framework for the
artist's whole career.

In 1993 the Power Plant presented a six-year ret-
rospective of AIDS-related projects by General
Idea, the internationally known Toronto art collec-
tive consisting ofA.A. Bronson, Jorge Zontal and
Felix Partz. The exhibition was organized by the
Wiirttembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart. The trio
had come together in Toronto in 1968 and, reacting
against the conservatism and insutarif of the art
scene at the time, had invented a Iictional interna-
tional, commodity-driven art culture within which
they assumed the persona of an artist in corporate
form. At the same time, however, General Idea
began to alter the real Toronto art world by means
of artist-run galleries and magazines (among them
the well-known FILE Megoaina) and the founding
in L974 of fut Metropole, a publicly subsidized
archive and distribution center for artists'video
tapes, books and multiples.

During the late '80s, while two members of the
collective were living in New York, General Idea set

fon Dean: Untitled (Babies), 1992, plaster, pigment, acid; at the Art Gallery ofYork Itniaersity.
lloto Isaac Applebaum.

Detail ofVera FranfteJ's Recovering Memory
1993; installed at the Art Gallery ofYork Unioersitg.
Photo Isaac Applebaum.

about producing and distributing worldwide an
"imagevirus"-an AIDS logo which appropriated
the color scheme and design of Robert Indiana's
famous LOVE emblem of the 1960s. As was well
documented in the retrospective, the logo was dis-
seminated as paintings in museums, as public
sculpture, as billboards and subway posters.

Among the most striking works in the Power
Plant exhibition were One Dag ofAZT and,One Year
of AZT, installled together in the F1eck Ckresfory.
Some 1,825 enlarged, blue-and-white plastie be*n-
iles of MT capsules (the drug most comonl.rused
in the treatrnent of AIDS) werc set in orH.r rws
in groups of flve, lining the talb fton fu ro rdr.
ing. Five giant capsules. fabri€aftd iu frergfum*.
were set on the floor. ote*ruttiq F.ssrle fu,sm8h
the corridor. AhIonS th hr;&ing Etfu.r u{tu
day-t+.day burden of inqnstiu4 rud pmaimg ,r'mr* s

faith in a co,S.rad hn€lrlrmcir @uc imeri;
atelr apparent. the rieser ras seduerd bf the
orderliness of th desigr and b.r the tlear. rhhe
ligtfi lhar bouncd otrthe tap:.-ules and bathed the
space in a hearenlr $or. Lilie Fin de siAck. an
inmlhdon in whieh three rtdte seal pups werc iso-
lated on an -{rctic ice floe [see,4.i.4., Ju]y'901, the
.\ZT works challenge the viewer's sustained atten-
tion and ability to identifr with people with AIDS
(General Idea's Zontal recently died ofAIDS).

_Also in 1993, a mini-retrospective ofthe work of
favid Buchan was presented. In the '?0s Buchan
was at the forefront of Toronto artists doing perfor-
mances, videos and photo-text pieces that
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ayt Geleynse's An Imaginary Situation with Truthful Behavior, 1988-89; installed' at the
Aahille Galleries. Photo Rod, Demerling,

Christine Daais: Eclipse, 1993, blaek-and,-white siluerprints in gilt frames, approx. 8 by 20 Jeet;
at MacDonald, Stetoart Art Centre.

Because the art scene
was 'rlegislated" into
existence and is not
sales-driven, artists'
reputations are based
on exhibition histories
and critical reception'
not sales or collecting.

international attention to Toronto, Now, although
foreign institutions have begun expressing interest
in its exhibitions of Canadian artists, budgetary
constraints are forcing it to operate with less fund-
ing than it had when it opened in 1987, and no

staff or resources are available for organizing tour-
ing shows.

The Art Gallery of
York University

y means of ambition, the tireless pursuit of
grants and certain benelits of university affrli-

ation, the Art Gallery of York University-a small,

physically undistinguished exhibition space about

30 minutes by car from downtown Toronto-has in
recent years managed not only to mount but also to

tour some remarkable exhibitions, often with
impressive catalogues. Its success is unquestion-
ably due to Loretta Yarlow, director and curator
since 1988. The U.S.-born Yarlow owned and oper-

ated the Yarlow-Salzman Gallery, a Toronto
commercial space, from 1974 to '84, where she

exhibited the work of Cragg, Kounellis, Penck and
such Canadian artists as Greg Curnoe and Carol

Wainio. Yarlow brought her international focus and

discerning eye with her to AGYIJ, resulting in such

exhibitions as "Meeting Place" of 1990, which
demonstrated the compatibility of installation
works by Canadian Liz Magor, American Robert
Gober and Spaniard Juan Mufloz.

In 1991 Yarlow organized a national conference

on curating, which brought to Toronto Michael
Auping, then chief curator of the Albright-Knox in
nearby Buffalo, Pier-Luigi Tazzi, one of the cura-
tors of Documenta IX, and Adelina von
Furstenberg, director of Le Magasin, a public
gallery in Grenoble, among others. An exhibition of
the work of Montreal artist Tony Brown was then

Ken Lum's Ordron, eggs, milk, butter,newspaper, 1993, C'

print, enamel, aluminum, 6 bg 8 by 2 feet; at 0akoille
Galleries. Cowtesg And,rea Rosen Gallery, New York'

commented on the mass media and popular cul-
ture. The show consisted largely of sardonic
photographs ofthe artist in various guises through
which he confronted the fraudulence of identities
put forward in adveftising. Shown at the same time
was a two-part allegorical installation by the
Toronto artist and writer Eldon Garnet. In a dark-
ened gallery three large steel-framed
photographs-of a heap of butterfly wings, a

mound of ashes and a pile of teeth-were hung on

separate walls. 0n the floor, in a tree shape, Garnet

arranged charred fragments of a large tree. 0utside
the museum, on a patch of grass, were the tarred,
massive roots of an unearthed tree. This piece,

titledWhen?, invoked loss and decay-physical as
well as environmental-with an elegaic note,

Among the non-Canadian artists shown during

l$ July 1994

the past two years are Mike and Doug Starn, Mark
Luy,tens, Ilya Kabakov, Tony Cragg, Rosemarie
Trockel, Giinter Fiirg, Clegg and Guttmann, Anish
Kapoor and Ann Hamilton. Although these exhibi
tions have tended to originate elsewhere, curator
Louise Dompierre (who is also the Power Plant's
assistant director) organized Hamilton's exhibition
and intends to have more such shows generated in-
house. She curated the exhibition of works by the
Japanese artist Yasumasa Morimura currently on

view [through Sept. 5] and invited Jessica Bradley
to guest curate a I(ki Smith show for November.

Dompierre also hopes to present more thematic
exhibitions which demonstrate the shared con-
cerns of Canadian and international artists.

During the six years of its existence, the Power

Plant has played an important role by drawing
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I
I on display in the gallery. Impressed, von

I Furstenberg brought the show to Grenoble in 1993:

I it was the AGYU's first exhibil,ion to travel abroad.

J fn. second, also in 1993. paired paintings by the
I Dulch artist Ren6 Danidls and Toronto arl,isl,

I Snirt.y Wiitasalo; it was organized for the AGYL by

I ttrictr Loock. director ofthe Bern Kunsthalle. After
I ,top. in Canada, the exhibition traveled to Museum

I Haus Lange in Krefeld. Wiitasalo's portion
I appeared at the Bern Kunsthalle and Galerie Paul

! .\ndriesse. Amsterdam. Her brushy, color-drenched

I paintings, which employ doubling, reflections and

I orher devices to expose pictorial deceptions, have

I U*.n highly visible on the Toronto art scene since

I the early '70s; the AGYU show propelled her inter-

! national emergence.

J tn the fall of 1993, the AGYL presented a version
I of Toronto artist Vera Frenkel's From lhe Transil

I nor, a video installation in the form of a piano bar

| (selling actual drinks) thal, was included in
! Documenta IX in 1992. 0n monitors distributedI around the bar in Kassel, Canadian immigrants

told their life stories. Frenkel's family had fled from
the Nazis in Eastern Europe to Canada when she

s-as a small child; the immigrants on the tapes
spoke Yiddish or Polish, the flrst languages of her
parents and grandparents, with subtitle transla-

' tions in French, German and English, Profits from

I rhe bar went to a refugee center in Kassel, thereby
calling up the parallel between recent and earlier
rvaves of violence against the "Ausldnder" in
Germany.

In the York University installation, the bar
appeared to have been closed or abandoned,
although the piano continued to play (Yiddish
lullabies, Kurt Weill tunes and some of Frenkel's
own compositions). In an adjacent room, clus-
ters of raincoats and old suitcases were
juxtaposed with silk-screened English text pan-

els conveying the immigrants' stories. Still
another version of the piece is to be presented at
the Jewish Museum in New York in 1995,

-\lthough Frenkel has been known in Canada for
her videos and multi-media work for over 20
lears (she has been a professor of visual art at
Iork University since 1972), the catalogue for the
-{GYu exhibition provided the first comprehen-
sive analysis of her work,

In December 1993 the gallery presented a solo

exhibition of the French sculptor Jean-Marc
Bustamante, co-organized with the Benaissance
Society at the University of Chicago. This collabo-

ration with an American university gallery, new for
the AGYIJ, was fo]lowed in January 1994 by an exhi-
bition of Iranian-born British sculptor Shirazeh
Houshiary organized with the University of
\lassachusetts Art Gallery. In April, the work of the
Dutch painter Marlene Dumas was presented in
cooperation with the van Abbemuseum of
Eindhoven, the Netherlands, and the Goldie Paley
Gallery at Philadelphia's Moore College of Art and
Design. The collaboration will soon go beyond
merely sharing shipping and publication costs for
international exhibitions: in September 1994 the
Renaissance Society will present the AGYU's exhi-
bition of the work of Vancouver artist Rodney
Graham. With the lines of communication open, an

exchange of exhibitions involving Toronto artists
might well follow.

Other Public Venues

I lthough the M Gallery ofYork University has

A been r,he most acdve wirh regard to opening up

a dialogue between Toronto and foreign centers, a

number of other public galleries, each less than an
hour's drive ftom downtown Toronto, have made dis-

tinctive contributions during the past few years.
These institutions, which not only exhibit but collect

contemporary art, include the 0akville Galleries, the
fut Gallery of Hamilton, the Afi Gallery of Mississauga

and the MacDonald Stewart Art Centre at the
University of Guelph. Although all have existed for
years, most have only recently shifted their programs

from a suburban-community orientation to a focus on

advanced contemporary art.
Late in 1989, for example, the 0akville Galleries,

located in a town west of Toronto along the lake,

hired Steve Pozel (now director ofthe Power Plant)
as chief administrator, and charged himwith present-

ing signilicant contemporary art. Francine P6rinet
assumed directorship in 1992 and expanded the pro-
gram to include influential early work by major
Canadian arbists, as well as a range of intemational
art. In the sunmer and fall of 1993, two consecutive
duo shows featured the multilayered photographic
work of New Yorker Bill Barrette and London
(Ontario) adist Wyn Geleynse (with a catalogue essay

by NewYork critic John Yau); and the furnishings-ref-
erencing work of Chicago artist Mary Brogger and
Toronto artist Susan Schelle. Newwork byVancouver
artist Ken Lum will be on view Sept. l7-Nov. 13,

before traveling to Andrea Rosen Gallery in NewYork,

In the fall of 1993, the MacDonald Stewart Art
Centre collaborated with the Centre d'Art
Contemporain (CREDAC), Ivry-sur-Seine, France,
on an exhibition of the work of Christine Davis, a

young Canadian artist now residing in Toronto, who
had, for a decade, lived half of each year in Paris,
(The exhibition appeared at the Indianapolis
Museum ofArt earlythis year.) Davis produces alle-
gorical installations and photo-based works that
investigate the body, sight, knowledge and power. In
the wall-size black-and-white photographic polyp-
tych Eclipse (1993), the image of Davis's bare feet
standing on a dictionary of mathematics forms the
two central panels. These are flanked by pho-
tographs of a solar eclipse, irradiating images which
suggest eyes and female genitals: the photos ofthe
sun are enclosed by images of Davis's parted thighs.

Davis used a color image of the same solar eclipse

on a cover of Publtic (volume 7, 1993), for which she

was editor. Pubkc, produced by the Public Access

Collective, is one ofthe most handsome and special-

ized of the art periodicals printed in Toronto.
Published only once or twice a year and sponsoled by
government funds, it is distributed around the world-

Among other publications receiving govenrment sup
port are Montreal's Parachute and Toronto's
Cannd,inn Art, C Ma,gqaine and M5V. rrhich rerenf
developed out of the defunct Intp4l.e6. Cti lit>.
CanadinnArt ai,rns at the bmadest audier,:r

The Ydessa Hendeles
Art Foundation

I lthough Toronto s galler-:s ::. i ;r: .,- :.- --;. =A p,r1'.o mponant mlei rr :\:i: 
-*.1 

rr .r-r..1
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operaled a conullrn'.4 :'- :-; 1:.'---
rary Canadian an frrn -;'. :. :: --L' .*
Ydessa Gallerv\ras a res!e,:Ia: i*: :""-,
venue, it had onll a handrul ,i i:..i.
the three or four curators respon:ici: i.,: : -: :."-
at public institutions. Frustrateri b1' ;,-. .: , --.
and lack of recognition bevond Canada S l.,rr:r:
Hendeles decided to use her personal ris , -: . ::
derived from her father's real-estate dei'e1i';:--.-:
company, to embark on a personal project nith : -:-
lic ramifications: to open a private museum ,:
contemporary international art in which she rvoui,i

curate all the exhibitions from her own collections.
To this end, she purchased a two-story, late 'lCts

manufacturing building in Toronto's garment dis-

Bill Viola: Heaven and Eart\ 1992. 2<hautl ri*n
installation, Collection Ydessa EendcIt* flrt+t
Yd,essa Hendeles Art Foundatiod.

trict (a sign readi-'€ 'I-':::':rs i,+Ersl'*.ryt ;r;
appears on lhe 5-ajE l;* :u'v-i r-qnrr i".'-*.;j ;.t"
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ti :al': :r:- *i: :.: .:,:h show.

i,:. :- ioundation was established,
----: :..,. . l-etsonal collection included little non-

l: r : iilt. Specifically for exhibition purposes
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The Art Gallery of Ontario
has one of the world's
largest public collections
of works by Henry Moore,
initiated with a large gift
from the artist that was
keyed to fundraising for
the AGO's nTOs expansion.

- began to buy in depth the work of American
r European aftists about whom she felt strongly.
:ially, several solo shows often fllled the building. nce, opening and closing on different timeta-
.s: since May 1991 exhibitions have been

--':hronized, on a 10-month schedule.
:iendeles has said, "l am a collector who

.:ales . . . . I am not inherently a hoarder, obses-
.tlr-acquiring the latest things, I have given
..elf a job and am very focussed on doing it."2
-: "job," as she describes it, is twofold: to "create

. :. lace where I can offer a visual art experience of
'. highest standard, comparable to any place in
-. u.orld, and build an in-depth, serious collection

:rhat I think are works of consequence."'r In her
- Lmation, "works of consequence" are those that
,:r.,ress afiists' struggles to come to terms with self

,. .1 the society in which they live. She believes that
: r making of art is directly attached to trauma,
-.aling and the urge for resolution, and she
..:r'onizes those artists who, she feels, live exam-

ined lives and whose works display psychological
vulnerabilities.

That the work Ilendeles exhibits is olten intense-
ly personal in nature is nowhere better seen than
in the installation piece created by Christian
Boltanski for his 11-work solo exhibition which
inaugurated the Foundation in November 1988.
Thousands of pieces of old clothing were densely
layered upon the walls of a small, two-story, slrylit
gallery, fi-l1ing the space with an intense odor and
producing in viewers a disquieting sensation of
closeness and confinement. The title, Canada,
comes from the name Auschwitz prisoners gave the
store-barracks that held the clothing stripped from
them upon their arrival. Hendeles's mother remem-
bers this place well, as she was one of the inmates
who sorted the clothing.

Boltanski's exhibition was followed by solos by
Thomas Ruff, Lawrence Weiner, Giulio Paolini,
Craigie Horsfield and Bruce Nauman, and two
shows each from Jenny Holzer and Louise
Bourgeois. Particularly noteworthy for having
offered new perspectives on the artists' work were
the 1991 show of more than 100 Diane Arbus pho-

tographs, which for the first time traced her
development chronologically, and the FIanne
Darboven exhibition of the same year, which was
her first retrospective since a 1971 offering at the
Munich Landesmuseum. The Darboven show cov-
ered 1979-89 with nine works, several ofwhich had
never been seen outside of Europe; it opened with
the world premiere of the artist's Fi,rst Symphony
for Chamber Orchestra, performed by a Canadian
collective, From May 1993 to March 1994, the
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her exhibitions. Her in-depth purchirses r,. :i ., -

by certain Canadian aftists hold this pronrise.

Parl Tuo oJthis essay u)ill oppear irt.lall 1991.

1. The work of German afiist Astrid Klein was the sui1.
of one of the Ydessa Gallery's final exhibitions. It irir: :: -

gallery's first and only presentation of a non'Canriii:.,:
aftist.
2. Allan Schwartzman, "Ydessa Hendeles." Galt r ..
Magazi,ne 49 (June-July 1992), p. 130,

3. Pierre Th6berge, "The Ydessa Hendeles.:.:-
Foundation: Building a Museum as a Life Pr,r, -..
Parachu,te 54 (March-April-Mav-June 1989), p, 30.

Author: Sorzi Feinstci,n, an art hi,storian who I

I'oronlo ancl teaches al, the ani,uersi,l,l1 of Guelt,

formerly branch director of the Whil,ney Mu.,.
Am,erican Art at Chtunpion in Stam,ford, Conri.


